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The Word of Life

Blessings
When Walking
in the Light
But if we walk in the Light as He Himself is in the Light, we have fellowship with
one another, and the blood of Jesus His Son cleanses us from all sin
1 John 1:7

God is almighty. He is the Creator who created the universe and all
things, and He governs over the life, death, fortune, and misfortunes
of mankind. He can solve any problem that you might have, and
He has the power to answer any prayer you offer up. He can heal
incurable diseases, and He can solve any kind of problems.
But to experience such power of God, you first have to meet God.
Not just receiving blessings or solutions to problems of this earth,
but receiving salvation and gaining eternal life is possible only by
meeting God.
So, what do we have to do in order to meet God and experience
His power?

1

To meet God who is Light

1 John 1:5 says that God is Light. He is perfect light that has no darkness at
all. Because God is Light and dwells in Light, for us to meet and experience
God, we have to come into the Light. If we walk in the darkness, we cannot
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say, “God, I want to meet You. Please meet me here.”
What does this light and darkness spiritually refer to?
A person cannot say, “God I want to meet You. Please
meet me here,” while walking in the darkness. What
does this light and darkness spiritually refer to?
The Light is the Word of God itself in the 66 books of
the Bible and ‘to walk in the Light’ is to obey the Word
of God in our lives. On the other hand, darkness is all
the sins, evil, unrighteousness, and lawlessness.More
specifically, in the Bible there are commands that tell
us to do, not do, keep, and cast away certain things.
There are such commandments as ‘Do not murder’, ‘Do
not commit adultery’, and ‘Do not worship idols’. God
also tells us of the things that we have to cast away such
as hatred, lust, envy, jealousy, pride, ill-feelings, anger,
craftiness, greed, etc.
There are commands that tell us to do something, such
as to love each other, pray, and have peace, and also

the things that we have to keep like, ‘Keep the Sabbath’.
If we violate such words, it is to walk in the darkness,
and if we obey such words, it is to walk in the Light.
Therefore, if we reflect upon ourselves with the Bible,
we can easily discern whether we are walking in the
Light or darkness.
Now, if we harbor hard or ill feelings because of
words or actions of others, and if we talk about others’
faults with others, is it Light or darkness? Suppose we
tried hard but we lost enthusiasm because we are not
recognized, is it Light or darkness?
Then, if we discern between the Light and darkness in
terms of knowledge, is it the Light? No, it’s not. Why?
It is because if we know the truth but do not practice
it, it means we are still in darkness. To practice the
truth and not just to know it as facts and knowledge is
to ‘walk in the Light.’ This is also the way we can meet
and experience God.
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2

To have fellowship with God who is Light

Those who walk in the Light belong to God, and God exercises control
over their lives. On the contrary, it is the enemy devil and Satan that have
the authority over darkness. Satan has control over those who walk in the
darkness. Among those who go to church, many of them have not come
into the Light, but they continue to walk in the darkness. Such people are
still under the control of the enemy devil and Satan. With their lips they
call God ‘Father’, but they do not actually have fellowship with God, and
they cannot receive any help from Him.
1 John 1:6 also says, “If we say that we have fellowship with Him and yet
walk in the darkness, we lie and do not practice the truth.” The verse 7 also
says, “...but if we walk in the Light as He Himself is in the Light, we have
fellowship with one another” Once we come to church and accept the
Lord, we must depart from sins and evil. We have fellowship with God
only when we depart from darkness and come out of the darkness into
the Light.
Do you have fellowship with God? You can be confident to the same extent
to which you walk in the Light. There are different levels of fellowship. If
just one side knows the other, this cannot be considered to be ‘fellowship’.
It does not mean that you have fellowship with the president just because
you know who the president of your country is. It can be said you have
fellowship only when both parties know each other. Also, some people are
just acquaintances and some people may occasionally say hello to each
other. However there is a deeper fellowship in which you can trust and
share everything with each other.
The same is true for our fellowship with God. We cannot just say that we
believe, God has to also recognize our faith. Only when God says, “They
obey My Word, and they are My children,” can we then say that we have
true fellowship with God. The evidence will follow those who have true
fellowship with God. Diseases, disaster, misfortune and accidents will go
away, and they will be protected in everything. They can receive answers to
whatever they ask of God whenever they ask with faith. Whether they need
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health, social power, or wealth, it can be given to them
to the extent of the fellowship.
They can experience what is recorded in 3 John 1:2,
“Beloved, I pray that in all respects you may prosper
and be in good health, just as your soul prospers,”
and in Mark 9:23, “All things are possible to him who
believes.” They also receive the blessings written in
Deuteronomy 28, that they will be blessed whether
they come in or go out, and they will lend but not
borrow, and they will become the head and not the tail.

Spiritually, the stronger the light, the easier it is to
drive away darkness. Also in this spiritual sense, our
authority and power to drive away darkness will be
different according to the strength of our light. Even
though some people have extensive knowledge of the
Word of God and higher positions in the church, if
they still live in sins and walk in darkness, they still
belong to forces of darkness, and thus they cannot
drive away forces of darkness. Even though they
command in the name of Jesus Christ, the enemy devil
and Satan will not even flinch.

Of course, sometimes they might have to undergo
persecutions for the Lord like the Apostles Paul
and Peter. But even at those moments the signs and
wonders always followed them. When they prayed for
the souls in the name of Jesus Christ, the diseases left,
evil spirits fled, and the darkness went away. In this
way, for those who walk in the Light, the evidence that
they have a fellowship with God always follows.

On the other hand, even those who once lived in
tests and trials because they did not know the truth,
once they accept the Lord and come out to the Light,
the situations change. To the extent that they cast
away darkness and live by the Word, disasters and
misfortune leave them and blessings come upon them.
Furthermore, the evil one does not touch those who
act in the will of God (1 John 5:18).

3

Blessings when walking in the Light

If you turn the light on in a dark room, the room
immediately becomes bright. Before there was light,
the room was filled with darkness, but as the light
came, the darkness has to go away. The same goes
for the spiritual realm. If you live by the truth and
become the light, darkness will have to leave your life.
Disasters, tests and trials, poverty, and diseases are all
brought by Satan. Such things cannot approach those
children of God who live in the Light.
Of course, lights have different brightness. There is
the strong sunshine and the soft moonlight. Each star
also has a different strength of its light’s brightness.

Also, 1 John 3:21-22 says, “Beloved, if our heart does
not condemn us, we have confidence before God; and
whatever we ask we receive from Him...” As recorded,
for those who do not commit sins but dwell in the
truth completely, darkness cannot come near to them.
The enemy devil and Satan will tremble with fear
before the authority of the Light. As they are loved by
God to the utmost degree, they receive whatever they
ask and they reveal the glory of God.
I hope you will discern between Light and darkness in
all things and walk in the Light and I pray in the name
of the Lord that each of you will lead many people to
the Lord by doing so.
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The 11th
WCDN International
Conference held

in Sofia, Bulgaria
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The 11th WCDN International Conference held at Hotel Sheraton
in Sofia, Bulgaria on May 9th and 10th, under the title, ‘Medicine,
Science, and Spirituality’.
They discuss divine healing works through the power of God and
try to verify them medically. The conference was live-broadcast on
the Internet in English and Spanish, and BNT1, a national channel
reported news about this conference. At the scene, simultaneous
interpretation services were provided in four language: Bulgarian,
English, Spanish, and Russian.
The news about the conference was provided all throughout Europe
by various press media such the Reuters, AFP, Business Wire,
Bloomberg, Business Week, and other press from Italy, Germany,
and France.
This conference in Bulgaria, held by World Christian Doctors’
Network, WCDN was attended by 240 medical professionals from
43 countries, including the United States, Israel, Australia, Mexico,
Kenya, and India. It began with the praising of the local teams
at 8:50 AM on May 9, which was followed by the introduction
of foreign guests. The national anthem of Bulgaria, welcoming
address of Dr. Kiril Svilenov, the organizing committee chairman,
and greeting remarks of Dr. Gilbert Yoonsuk Chae, the president
of WCDN followed.
In his video message, Rev. Dr. Jaerock Lee, the founder of WCDN and
the senior pastor of Manmin Central Church said, “Though it is the
end time where there are so many disasters, it is rarity to find anyone
who tries to seek God and believe in Him, and even the believers are
losing their faith. The most effective way to make these people meet
and experience God is to show to them the works of the living God
that are written in the Bible. It is the way for them to accept the Savior
Jesus Christ and live with true hope.”
There were then presentations of the divine healing cases, which
had already been carefully verified by medical doctors to be
genuine. Medical doctors presented cases of different countries:
hemiplegia (Faroe Islands), cholesteat (South Korea), acute viral
meningoencephalitis with coma (Armenia), pre-eclampsia (Pakistan),
posttraumatic dystrophy (Netherlands). The case presentations were
followed by question and answer sessions.
After the first day conference, directors of each country gathered
together to share their visions on WCDN’s future.
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The second day of the conference began with morning devotion of
Dr. Kiril Svilenov with the title, “How Great is Our God.” Divine
healing case presentations followed it. There were cases of multiple
fractures (Mexico), a catastrophic small bowel obstruction (Australia),
restoration of valvular disease of heart (United States), pneumothorax
(South Korea), hematoma intraparenchymal temporooccipital
(Venezuela). Dr. Gilbert Yoon Chae, the president of WCDN gave
a testimony of many fetuses which were in the high risk range of
Down’s Syndrome, but were born normally after prayer of Rev. Dr.
Jaerock Lee.
Other than the divine healing case presentations, there were also
special lectures. Dr. Lyubka Tancheva of Bulgaria spoke under the
title ‘Old Myths and New Challenges of the Modern neuroscience’.
Dr. Frans Cronje of South Africa gave a lecture on Physical, Mental &
Spiritual Health Study (PHYMSH). Dr. Andre Gasiorowski of Israel
shed insights on the ‘Verichip’.
In a special lecture under the tile ‘Pneuma-Psycho-Somatology’,
given by Dr. Alvin Joonha Hwang, the vice president of WCDN, was
presented some physical evidence of the invisible spiritual realm. The
attendants responded positively.
The 12th WCDN International Conference is going to be held in
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, in 2015.
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Physical, Mental &
Spiritual Health (PHYMSH) Study1

For the past 11 years, WCDN has been reporting
and celebrating supernatural and miraculous
health outcomes in response to intercessory prayer,
deliverance and other spiritual interventions. The many
case reports have glorified God, strengthened faith,
and encouraged spiritual conversions. Still, the impact
on medicine as a whole has been limited to the extent
that, whilst individual medical practitioners have been
convinced, the underlying separation between the
church and the broader medical profession remains
largely unchanged.
Secular physicians are generally quite suspicious of
faith and religion in matters of health. In fact, an
individual’s persuasion of faith may be viewed as a
potential threat to medical compliance. Statements
like “the patient decided to depend on God for their
healing” are troublesome to unbelieving physicians.
Even if the final outcome is good, it is considered
an exception; if it is bad, the unbelief and mistrust
are reinforced. It may lead to subsequent scorn and
ridicule of patients with spiritual views on health; it
may even provoke censure of all religious interactions
with patients. We must therefore be wise in our
dealings within institutionalised secular medicine.

1

As believing physicians of the WCDN we need to
appreciate two contrasting perspectives on healthcare:
there is the individual perspective in which the most
appropriate remedy is pursued for the individual, and
there is the community perspective that attempts to
offer a comprehensive health care delivery system.
Secular health systems try – albeit very imperfectly –
to integrate the two as best they can. Miracles are part
of the individual perspective ; they are strictly personal
and therefore – by definition – anecdotal. Even when
verified scientifically and completely life-changing for
the affected individual, they are by no means ‘typical’,
i.e., they do not transfer necessarily to other individuals
in similar situations. And this differs fundamentally
from the focus of evidence-based medicine (EBM):
EBM attempts to extrapolate therapeutic interventions
from a sampled experimental population to a general
population. Miracles therefore by definition, being
both unique and strictly individual, will never be able
to meet the secular criteria for EBM, especially when
viewed from the community perspective .
The crunch often comes when believing patients
become absorbed by institutionalised healthcare
systems during a health crisis or a protracted,

Dr Frans Cronjé is the Principal Investigator of a three-year physical, mental and spiritual health study undertaken in collaboration with a ministry called
Be in Health, Inc. in Thomason, Georgia, under the auspices of Human Research Ethics Committee of the University of Stellenbosch (SUN). Dr Cronje
presented the preliminary, pre-publication findings of this prospective, observational, cohort study at the WCDN conference in Bulgaria in May 2014.
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South Africa
Dr. Frans J. Cronjé
MBChB(Univ. Pretoria), MSc(Aerospace Medicine)
Senior Lecturer & Researcher, Stellenbosch Univ.

complicated illness. Sooner or later these patients
find themselves moving from Luke 5:31 to Luke 8:43.
At this point, they become increasingly determined
to pursue spiritual solutions or alternatives. Unless
supported and guided by wise and discerning
physicians and pastors, these situations can become
highly problematic. Caught between their convictions
of faith and the solutions offered by secular health
interventions, they ultimately feel forced to make an
‘either-or’, God-or-medicine’ decision. However, many
then pursue spiritual alternatives in a type of fear-faith
where they bargain with God or desperately try to find
the right method, prayer or person to release God’s
power for them. Others insist on having faith in their
faith rather than having faith in God ; as such, they may
end up standing on the Word rather than leaning on
its Author; this may lead to dangerous assumptions
about His will and ultimately disastrous effects on
faith and health. On the other hand, there may also be
the believing doctor for whom it becomes a spiritualethical crisis when such patients – who are very ill –
pursue faith-based solutions that they – as healthcare
professionals – cannot endorse. Meanwhile, the secular
health system – in pursuit of greater efficiency or
profit – may also be ‘forcing’ compliance or discharge
of the patient. The net result is a critical fracture in
the continuum of care and further alienation between
‘ministry’ and ‘medicine’. The sad state of affairs is that,
irrespective of the strength of our personal convictions

and spiritual experiences, medical science cannot fully
embrace miraculous healings as a valid option for
healthcare without the benefit of reproducibility and
‘predictability’: Medical science cannot extrapolate
therapeutic principles from miracles and, as such, they
are of limited ‘benefit’ to the advancement of medicine:
Being exceptions by their very nature, they are not the
fabric of rules; and science pursues rules.
So, my point is this: apart from prayer, deliverance and
spiritual interventions that produce verifiable healing
and miracles, what we also need is a Paul-and-Luke
‘model’ for effective spiritual-medical partnership:
discipleship, relational restoration and sanctification
of the heart in combination with appropriate physical
and medical care – not merely to restore but also
to preserve health. In this process, medicine and
healthcare should serve as a supporting bridge, i.e., as
an extension of God’s mercy. Importantly, medicine
and healthcare should never delay essential relational
restoration nor should it encourage persistent
disobedience to the Laws of Love.
THE PHYMSH STUDY: EFFECT OF A FAITHBASED EDUCATION SEMINAR ON SELFA S S E S S E D P H YS I C A L , M E N TA L A N D
SPIRITUAL (RELIGIOUS) HEALTH
This study, presented at the 11th WCDN conference,
had the objective of showing that consistent, lasting,
13
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objective, physical, mental and spiritual (religious)
health benefits may be obtained in response to teaching
and applying Biblical principles for love and life.
The study design was a prospective observational
cohort study. The research protocol was developed
with the assistance of Prof Harold Koenig of Duke
University and Prof Kenneth Pargament of Bowling
Green University; it was approved by the Institutional
Review Board of the University of Stellenbosch, and
the study was conducted at Be in Health, Inc. (BiH),
an international, NFP Christian Ministry founded
in Thomaston Georgia, USA in 2005. Over the past
10 years BiH has become specialized in faith-based
teaching on spiritual, psychological & physical health
issues. Approximately 30,000 people have attended
the BiH For My Life TM (4ML) program since its
inception and consistent improvements in mental
and physical health have been reported. The program
provides intensive, systematic teaching, ministry and
discipleship on Biblical perspectives on sickness and
health; pathways of disease; “spiritual roots” of disease;
the effects of fear, stress and anxiety on health; the
importance of forgiveness; and resolving negative
religious coping in becoming reconciled with God,
others and ourselves.
Over a period of three years, the researchers invited
individuals registering on-line for the 4ML program
to complete a validated 91-item self-assessment
questionnaire, which was then repeated at intervals
after the program. This was the first official report on
this study prior to being submitted for publication.
To our knowledge it is the first study of its kind to be
presented at WCDN. The study abstract follows. Once
it has been accepted for publication, readers will be
directed to the journal reference. Readers are welcome
to contact the PI on fransc@sun.ac.za:
Effect of a faith-based education seminar on
self-assessed physical, mental and spiritual
(religious) health
Cronjé F.J., Sommers L.S., Faulkner J.K., Meintjes W.A.J,
Van Wijk C.H., Turner R.P.
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Introduction: To determine the effect of a faith-based
education program on self-assessed physical, mental
& spiritual health parameters. Methods: Prospective
cohort study of 211 individuals attending a 5-day, faithbased seminar. Over 21-months, previously unexposed
on-line registrants were invited to complete a survey
made up of: (1) Duke University Religion Index
(DUREL); (2) Negative Religious Coping (N-RCOPE);
(3) Perceived Stress Scale (PSS); (4) Centre for
Epidemiology and Statistics - Depression Scale
(CES-D); (5) Brief Illness Perception Questionnaire
(BIPQ); and (6) State Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI).
Pre-attendance surveys (S1) were repeated postattendance (S2), at 30 (S3), 90 (S4), and 393 to 1024
days (S5). Only 655 of 2650 registrants met initial
inclusion criteria and received automated invitations:
139 (21%) declined; 242 (37%) did not complete; and
274 (42%) completed S1. Of the 274, 211 were eligible
(Cases: 105♂; 106♀; ages: 18-84 yrs); 26 didn’t attend
(Controls: 5 ♂ ; 21 ♀ ; ages: 27-76 yrs); and 37 were
excluded by on-site interview. Cases analyzed: 211 (S1);
192 (S2); 99 (S3); 52 (S4); 51 (S5). The Human Research
Ethics Committee of the University of Stellenbosch
(South Africa) approved the study. Results: All
median values dropped significantly immediately postseminar (STAI-State p<0.0001; STAI-Trait p<0.0001;
PSS p<0.0001; BIPQ p<0.0001; CES-D p<0.0001). The
95% CI values did not overlap between S1 and S2 for
any of these components and changes were sustained
over 0.95-2.8 yrs. DUREL showed significant,
sustained changes in organizational and intrinsic
religiosity. N-RCOPE scores improved significantly.
Conclusions: The study supports the hypothesis that
this seminar produces lasting, statistically & clinically
significant effects on self-assessed spiritual, mental and
physical health parameters.

Restoring the Heart,
Divine Intervention

USA
Dr. Elio A. Coradin
MD, Cardiologist
General Secretary of WCDN USA

On August 7, 2013 Dr. Elio Coradin arrived for work
at Mercy Hospital in Miami, Florida. Dr. Coradin is
a Medical Doctor that serves his community in the
cardiac catheterization operation room. On this
day he met U.V. (whose initials have been changed
to protect patient privacy) whom was waiting to be
taken into the operation room for her scheduled
procedure which was in preparation for open heart
surgery for valve replacement.

and she received Him as her Lord and Savior. Then, as
he has been taught by his mentor and pastor Guillermo
Maldonado, he came in agreement with U.V. in believing
that Jesus Christ could heal her from all of her conditions
in that very moment. Dr. Coradin began to pray for her
and made a declaration that her heart would be found to
be without any disease, and Jesus was restoring her heart
in that very moment. They believed in the word of God
and agreed in faith that she was healed.

U.V. is a 57 year old female patient who had presented
to her cardiologist with numerous cardiac symptoms
and was referred for further testing. The results return
with a diagnosis of degenerative disease of the atrioventricular valves, severe structural disease of the
tricuspid valve with severe tricuspid insufficiency, right
ventricular systolic dysfunction, dilation of pulmonary
arter y and superior vena cava, and pericardial
effusion. This diagnosis was made by trans-esophageal
echocardiogram 2D, and Doppler. The doctors
suspected this disease was sequelae of a prior infective
process, and mechanical impact of the patients
pacemaker implant, and therefore had recommended
open heart surgery for valve replacement.

Minutes later Dr. Coradin and the patient entered
the cardiac catheterization lab with the faith that the
procedure would verify that Jesus Christ had healed
U.V. The report of the cardiac catheterization
diagnostic test showed unremarkable tricuspid valve
function with no insufficiency, no valvular disease,
no prolapse or regurgitation of the mitral valve,
normal ejection fraction, and normal right and left
heart pressures.

When Dr. Coradin met with the patient to lead her
to the operation room, he felt something from God
telling him to witness to the patient about the power
of Jesus to heal. He introduced her to Jesus Christ

With the results obtained by right and left cardiac
catheterization, where there was no evidence of
the previous diagnoses by echo 2D & Doppler, an
urgent call was made for the open heart surgeon to
immediately corroborate with the new findings
which nulled the need for any valvular replacement
open heart surgery due to a supernatural miracle
which all the medical staffed had witnessed, Jesus
had restored the heart.
15
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Pneuma-Psycho-Somatology

Greek words pneuma, psyche and soma mean spirit,
soul and body. Pneuma-pshycho-somatology is related
with spirituality and medical science.
POST-HERPETIC NEURALGIA and DEMON
I will start with a
r e a l s t o r y a b o u t my
grandmother. She had
big ugly scar on her right
neck and shoulder like
that of a third degree
burn because she got
afflicted by herpes zoster at the age of 74 (in 1988). You
can predict bad prognosis because of her old age. Her
post-herpetic neuralgia was tremendous. She said it
was more painful than delivery pain. Pain like pricking
with a thick needle continued 24/7. She could not sleep,
eat or wash properly. After about a year, she became
all skin and bones, and very ill-smelling. There was
no effective means of treatment, ‘a condition in which
the patient may consider suicide.’ In such a hopeless
situation, she got prayed on by Rev. Dr. Jaerock Lee, the
founder and board chairman of WCDN. He prayed for
her, nearly embracing her without hesitation, though
she was stinking with bad smell. As soon as his prayer
was finished, my grandmother abruptly shouted, “A
demon’s going out of me!” And the deadly pain was
gone. How can you explain this? You know a demon
is a spiritual being. But pain perception is related
16

with the nervous system of our physical body.
THE BIBLE
The Bible shows the examples of interaction between
demons, the spiritual beings, and our human physical
bodies. A demon-possessed man became blind and
mute.(Matt. 12:22) An evil spirit made a person deaf
and mute, and even caused a convulsion.(Mark 9:17-29)
PNEUMA-PSYCHO-SOMATOLOGY
At the international
conference of WCDN
held in Kenya in 2012,
an excellent guest
s p e a k e r D r. F r a n s
Cronje (senior advisor
o f “ B e i n H e a l t h”
based in Georgia, US)
proposed pneumap s y c h o - s om at o l o g y,
which is the study about
the relationship between
spirit and soul and body
as a broader perspective
of science. I have got very much interested in his proposal.
Psycho-somatology has actively been studied as
psycho-neuro-immuno-endocrinology as Dr Cronje
said, especially about stress-related diseases. They are
also influenced by the spiritual elements.

KOREA
Dr. Alvin Joonha Hwang
Vice president of WCDN
MD. PhD (Neurophysiology)

But we need Pneuma-Somatology to understand the
mechanism of the miraculous divine healing by the
power of the Holy Spirit, and the mechanism of the
demon-possessed illnesses. How does the Holy Spirit
or a demon interact with our physical body parts even
though they belong to different dimensions, spiritual
and physical? We know the result of the interaction,
but we still do not know the exact mechanism of it.
NEAR-DEATH EXPERIENCES
One of the most interesting areas of Pneuma-PsychoSomatology is the study on Near-Death Experiences
(NDE).
Dutch cardiologist Pim van Lommel published a

research on the survivors of cardiac arrest in the
medical journal Lancet in 2001. Of the 344 patients
who were successfully resuscitated, approximately 18%
(62 patients) experienced “classic” NDEs. In cardiac
arrest the EEG usually becomes flat (flatlined brain
stem activity) within about 10 seconds from onset
of syncope. They reported an awareness or sense of
being dead, out-of-body experience, moving through a
tunnel, meeting with deceased people.

Out-of-Body Experience is an experience of floating
outside one’s own body, while retaining one’s identity
and a very clear consciousness.
Most patients report looking down from above. Some
patients reported information that was later verified.
NDE might be a changing state of consciousness,
in which identity, cognition, and emotion function
independently from the unconscious body
including the brain, but retain the possibility of
non-sensory perception. Finally van Lommel said,
the theory and background of transcendence should
be included as a part of an explanatory framework
for these experiences.
American Cardiologist
Michael Sab om a ls o
studied NDEs among
mostly his own patients.
He i nt e r v i e w e d 1 6 0
patients, and about 30%
had NDEs.
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Then you may ask what happened as for this at the
conferences of WCDN. I could remember a few cases
presented, in which the impossibly dead were raised by
prayer of faith.
At the first international conference held in Korea,
an excellent cardiothoracic surgeon Paul Ponraj,
who is now director of WCDN India, presented an
interesting case. The patient had unstable angina.
CABG (Coronary
ar te r y by p ass g r af t )
was done successfully.
But suddenly the
generalized vasospasm
started from around
no on . A l l h is bl o o d
vessels in the heart and the large blood vessels in his
leg had gone into spasm with no blood flowing. And
all the desperate efforts to resolve this problem did not
work, including 7 hours of heart on pump (8:00pm3:00am). Next day early morning, just before declaring
death, Dr. Ponraj came out of the room, knelt down
on his knees and prayed thinking of the anointed
handkerchief in his scrub pocket, that had been prayed
on by Dr. Jaerock Lee, like the handkerchief of Ap.
Paul as in Acts 19:12. And Dr. Ponraj returned to
the operating room. What do you think happened?
People shrieked because absolutely normal circulation
abruptly restarted in this patient. Even the nonChristians of the surgery team gave glory to God! He
recovered without any neurological deficit. When he
heard about the miracles that happened to himself and
to other people, he became really thankful to God for
giving him the second life. And Dr. Ponraj presented
this case at the WCDN conference.
At the international conference held in Miami,
Florida in 2007, a renowned interventive cardiologist
Chauncey Crandall presented a touching case,
which has become really famous due to the excellent
reporting of Mr. Dan Wooding of Assist News Service.
The patient got massive heart attack and finally his
heart stopped. CPR(Cardiopulmonary resuscitation)
and electric shocks through the defibrillator were given
to him for more than 40 minutes. But they failed. The
patient was declared dead. But hearing the strong voice
of the Holy Spirit, Dr. Crandall returned and prayed for
this dead patient, and another electric shock was given
18

to him. Astonishingly his heart restarted pumping. His
family had prayed for
his salvation for many
ye ars. Whi le he was
dead, he visited hell. It
was complete darkness.
He was so disappointed,
f r u s t r ate d. A f te r h e
became alive, Dr. Crandall preached gospel to him, and
he accepted Christ as his Savior with tears. This story
was broadcast on Fox news nationally as Christmas
Special. Dr. Crandall even wrote a book about this
miracle.
At the South East Asia
regional conference held
in Indonesia in 2007,
P a s t o r D o m i n g g u s’
testimony startled all the
delegates so much that
it was presented again
at the international conference held in Australia in
2011, as a medical case presented by the respected Dr.
Arthur Ferdinand. That incident had been broadcast
on national TV news in
Indonesia. Dominggus,
when he was a student
of a theological
seminary near Jakarta,
was slaughtered. His
r i g ht c arot i d ar te r y
was cut. Even his cerebrospinal fluid leaked. He was
considered dead because of hypovolemic shock.
While his body was cast out in a ditch, his soul-spirit
left his body, and could see his own wounded body
lying in the ditch. Angels led him. Beyond a needle
hole, he found a very beautiful palace shining and
so peaceful. There were many kind people there.
And someone driving a horse with a glittering face!
Dominggus knew that it was Jesus Christ.
The suture was done
only cosmetically
because he was
considered hopeless.
You can see his suture
scar. It’s very cosmetic.
They decided to send
his body to the morgue. But his seminary schoolmaster

Dr. Hutasoid, who was a GP(general practitioner),
came and prayed for him. And additional three electric
shocks were given to him. And Dominggus regained
consciousness! He had two encounters with Jesus
Christ during his clinical death. Just next day he freely
walked around the hospital and surprised his doctor.
No neurological deficit! Now Rev. Dominggus actively
preaches and gives his testimony travelling around
Indonesia and around the world.
At the same conference in Australia a faithful
cardiologist Prof. Sean George presented his own
experience as a Lazarus phenomenon. You know
Lazarus, who walked
out of the tomb hearing
the voice of Jesus. Sean
himself got cardiac
arrest. CPR and 13
d e f i br i l l at i ons we re
given for more than
1 hour with no effect. Finally his wife arrived and
prayed for him asking a miracle. And surprisingly
his sp ontaneous circulation restar ted! No
neurological deficit! His story was broadcast on a
newspaper as a miracle.
Among these four survivor cases, one experienced
heaven, and another experienced hell, while the other
two did not remember any spiritual experience during
their clinical death.
But we cannot directly verify the information
that those survivors reported because we did not
accompany them into the spiritual realm. Then how
can you verify such spiritual information? Is it possible
to do an experiment about that? But NDE is too
dangerous because it is obtained at the threshold of death.
AP. PAUL AND AP. JOHN’S JOURNEYS TO
HEAVEN
Then how about in the Bible? Some individuals visited
heaven in their healthy state. Who are they? Apostle
Paul and Ap. John gave testimony about their spiritual
journeys to heaven.
According to <2Cor. 12:2-4>, Ap. Paul, fourteen
years before, had been caught up to heaven. He said,
“Whether it was in the body or out of the body I do
not know--God knows.” He had been caught up to
paradise, and had heard inexpressible things.

Herod Agrippa I died (Acts 12:23) in 44 AD. Ap.
Paul’s first missionary journey (Acts 13:4) is usually
considered to have started between 45 and 47. During
this journey Paul abode a “long time” in Iconium,(Acts
14:3) then in Lystra he was stoned.(Acts 14:19) Paul spent
the winter of 57-58 AD in Corinth (1Cor. 16:5-8) during
his third missionary journey. So Second Corinthians was
most likely written in the fall of 57 AD from somewhere
in Macedonia. From 57, going back 14 years to 43 AD,
this puts us back before Paul’s first missionary journey,
probably when he was at Antioch in Syria.
Ap. John also visited heaven and saw the throne of God
there.(Rev. 4:1-2)
SPIRITUAL EXPERIMENT
But how can you verify such information in the Bible?
Extremely accurate and systematic observations
and sophisticated experiments are the well-known
methodology and strategy that have brought the
brilliant success of modern science and technology.
Then is it possible to do an experiment about the
spiritual things? Can our spirits visit the spiritual realm
as a closely observed experiment? That would be quite
thrilling if possible.
And that thrilling unprecedented event was performed
at Manmin Central Church on 25 May last year.
You are interested. Rev. Dr. Jaerock Lee presided
that experiment. He really wanted to show people
that heaven and hell are real. He really wanted to
help people realize vividly the love of God who has
prepared heaven for our eternal happiness. He really
wanted to warn the world to escape from the way to
hell. So he prayed and fasted so much. He tried his
best to live according to the teachings of Jesus Christ
imitating Him with faith. He devoted and sacrificed
himself so sincerely for more than 30 years to spread
the good news for salvation, showing wonders and
signs, miracles including divine healing to help people
to believe the truth. He could do that because he has
loved Father God and our Lord Jesus Christ so much,
and understands exactly how much Father God wants
people to come to
heaven instead of falling
into hell.
Eight sanctified
individuals participated
in this experiment of
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visiting different places of the spiritual realm for about
five minutes at the same time. They were on the stage
in front of all the attendees of the worship service as
well as watched through satellite and internet live. They
were composed of 5 pastors, 1 gospel singer, 1 elder
and 1 church staff. They are persons of good education,
sincere character and social credibility. All of them are
very reliable and trustworthy persons. They prepared
themselves with fasting and much prayer. What was
very special about this event was that the most spiritual
pastor among those eight participants oversaw other
participants’ journeys by visiting each in the spiritual
realm, one by one. Therefore this investigation by
cross-check or double check made it possible to verify
each participant’s report.
As soon as each one
was prayed on by Dr.
Lee, his or her separated
spirit was sucked into
each part of the spiritual
realm, and was guided
by 2 angels. And each
one was recorded by the separate camera all through
the event. People could watch their faces closely during
the event.
The spiritual experience was ultra-real. But at the same
time, they could feel and be aware of their surrounding
situations here on earth. They were in conscious state,
but focusing much more on their spirits’ journeys into
the spiritual realm than on this world.
An experiencer said, “Instantly he laid his hand on me,
the space of spirit opened right in front of me, and my
spirit was separated and came out. In other times I felt
my spirit being separated and coming upward over the
head. But this time my spirit was separated and came out
right in front of me as explained by Pastor Heejin Lee. I
felt like my spirit was coming out of the right ear.”
Tears f lowed f rom a
pastor’s eyes when his
spirit met a deceased
senior deaconess’ spirit
in the New Jerusalem
in heaven. She looked
at him with a look so
fair, beautiful and pure without any stain of worry
or sadness, beyond comparison with any face of this
earth. He was so touched that he exclaimed, “Oh,
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this is heaven!” How good-hearted, gentle, calm and
beautiful she had been before she died! He said, “I
came to harbor a strong desire to stay there. I welled
up tears looking at her face. My tears ran down my
cheeks. Looking at her brought peaceful tears to me.
I cannot explain it enough with words. It was beyond
description. I eagerly would like to live there.”
Another pastor not only shed tears but also had a
r unny nos e r unning
down even to the floor.
At that time her heart
was so torn apart by the
scene at hell that she
could not notice her
runny nose. She said,
“I felt like I could reach him afar, but it rather became
out of reach. I wanted to follow him and plunge myself
into it. But my spirit was drawn into the space of light.
His soul fell into the space of darkness. I was reminded
of the senior pastor. So he said that only if it were able
to lead a thousand souls out of hell and into heaven he
would be able to enter hell for their sake. Even as for
me, no matter what, I had an eagerness to take him up
from there and into heaven.”
After nearly five minutes, Dr. Lee prayed on each one
for his or her spirit to return from there. They gave
brief testimonies about what they had seen, one by one.
<Luke 8:54-55> 『But he took her by the hand and
said, “My child, get up!” (“Talitha koum!” (Mark 5:41))
Her spirit returned, and at once she stood up...』
<1Cor. 14:32> 『The spirits of prophets are subject to
the control of prophets.』
The first one who testified was the overseer. She told
the audience how she had found each one at the
different places in the spiritual realm, and described
exactly and hyper-vividly what each one had been
doing there. After her testimony, others, one after
another, told the audience what they had seen.
Actually they had been too preoccupied with their
own mission to recognize that they had been being
watched by the overseer.
It was truly convincing for us audience confirming
that the overseer’s descriptions of each participant’s
behavior in each place were exactly the same as each
participant’s own description of his or her own real
behavior at that time when he or she had been being
watched by the overseer.

Another amusing or even cute thing was that each had
done his or her mission according to his or her own
personality or taste. Usually artists are most sensitive
about beauty. In this event also, the praise leader and
the cellist pastor had been actually so enraptured by
the beautiful lake and flower garden of heaven, sensing
enormous love of God, that they had fell into a blissful
trance-like state.
Everyone described super-vividly what they had seen.
Six of them even gave detailed sermons on what they
had seen in the spiritual realm.
THE SPIRITUAL REALM
The spiritual realm certainly exists. According to
Acts 1:9-11, when Jesus Christ was being taken up to
the sky, a cloud hid Him from the apostles’ sight. He
did not continue to fly into the physical outer space
passing by the planets and stars, but, in the cloud, He
was taken into the spiritual space, and into heaven.
If the rapture
happens in our
lifetime, we also
will be caught
up in the clouds
to meet the
Lord in the
air, i.e. somewhere in the spiritual space (Acts 1:11,
1Thess. 4:16-17, Rev. 1:7) because we are invited to
the wedding supper of the Lamb! Therefore we should
become ready as His brides with the righteous acts of
the saints.(Rev. 19:7-9)
THE IMPRESSIVE DRAGONFLIES
During the summer retreats of Manmin Central
Church, swarms of dragonflies from other areas
moved, we believe they came, through the spiritual
passageway in another dimensional space, and came
down from the direction of the sun.
Usually it is not easy for us to catch a dragonfly. But
these dragonflies gently sat on the people’s fingers,
heads or shoulders, bringing joy to them. They shared
love with Manmin members. The Bible says that as the
Israelites were passing through the wilderness God
drove and brought to them massive flock of quail, birds
as their meat. These dragonflies were an interesting
gift from God who showed His love for His children.
Everybody has been really thankful for that.

Dr. David Eu from Singapore with a lovely dragonfly
on his fingertip and his wife Deborah

Pastor Daniel Rozen from Israel, Lawyer Shirel from
Kazakhstan, and dragonflies resting on their fingers
and nose
Dr. Arlene Diaz, who was
Dean of a medical school
in the Philippines, playing
with a dragonfly

Dr. Alvin Hwang with a dragonfly on his head
and threesome dragonf ly-noses including his
daughter’s where the dragonfly stayed nearly an hour
continuously.
Dragonflies eat mosquitoes and other small insects like
flies, bees, ants or wasps. So thanks to them, every
summer retreat was free from bothering insects
since 2006.
EXPRANATORY FRAMEWORK
Let’s return to the main topic. As an explanatory
framework for the result of the event, the spiritual
experiment, we need to assume two separate but
closely related beings, which are soul and spirit. Soul
is related with the brain activity. Dr. Cronje said that
the functions of Soul are thought, will and emotions.
On the other hand Spirit is a transcendental being,
in which identity, cognition, and emotion function
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independently from the body including the brain, but
retains non-sensory perception.
<1Cor. 14:14-15> 『For if I pray in a tongue, my spirit
prays, but my mind is unfruitful. So what shall I do?
I will pray with my spirit, but I will also pray with my
mind; I will sing with my spirit, but I will also sing with
my mind.』
As van Lommel conjectured, continuity of consciousness
may be achievable if the brain acted as a receiver for the
information generated by memories and consciousness,
which existed independently of the brain, just as radio,
television and internet information existed independently
of the instruments that received it.
But what happens if the body dies completely? The
spirit and soul remains, as the contents of soul is
contained in spirit, and goes to either heaven or hell.
<1Cor. 2:11> 『For who among men knows the thoughts
of a man except the man’s spirit within him? ...』
<John 19:30> 『... Jesus said, “It is finished.” With that,
he bowed his head and gave up his spirit.』
<Luke 23:46> 『Jesus called out with a loud voice,
“Father, into your hands I commit my spirit.” When he
had said this, he breathed his last.』
<Luke 24:38-39> 『Jesus said ... Behold my hands and
my feet, that it is I myself: handle me, and see; for a
spirit hath not flesh and bones, as ye see me have.』
<Acts 7:59> 『While they were stoning him, Stephen
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prayed, “Lord Jesus, receive my spirit.”』
B u t a c t u a l l y t h e t e r m “s o u l ” i s o f t e n u s e d
interchangeably with the term “spirit”.
SPIRIT-SOUL-BODY
Jesus said, “That which is born of the flesh is flesh, and
that which is born of the Spirit is spirit.”
(Spirit is the special gift of God that places us in
relationship to Him, in communication with Him.)
And the famous verse, Third John verse 2 says,
『 I wish above all things that you may prosper
and be in health, even as your soul prospers. 』
For men of spirit (spiritual Christians), their soul
prospers, so all things prosper with them and they
are healthy. Men of spirit are in the process of bearing
the fruits of spiritual love (1Cor. ch. 13), the fruit of
the light (Eph. 5:9), the fruit of the Holy Spirit (Gal.
5:22-23) and the Beatitudes (Matt. ch. 5) as their soul
follows the guidance of the spirit.
I conclude my presentation with this wonderful verse,
<1Thess. 5:23> 『the very God of peace sanctify you
wholly; and I pray God your whole spirit and soul and
body be preserved blameless unto the coming of our
Lord Jesus Christ.』
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WCDN Bulgaria conference
gave a vision to...

Dr. Kiril Svilenov
Bulgaria

-

Chairman of Organizing Committee
WCDN Conference Bulgaria 2014
General Practitioner

After her first contact with WCDN ministry

managed to find trustworthy people who

course we appreciate all the colleagues who

in Australia 2011, Assoc. prof. Lyubka

got involved in a lot of the activities which

sacrificed time and efforts to present cases

Tancheva came back to Bulgaria excited and

happened. Of course during the final efforts

and give special talks during the conference.

encouraged about this ministry. She shared

we received a backup from Korea – Dr.

Finally we believe that this event – the 11th

about this vision with other colleagues

Alvin Hwang and Dr. Brian Yeo. But all

WCDN conference will be an initiation of

of hers and next year Dr. Kiril Svilenov

the glory for the wonderful preparation

a wonderful inspiration among the medical

was able to attend the annual WCDN

and blessed time that we had during the

staff in our country. We will continue to

conference in Kenya. So there was a core of

conference, we give to God – our Heavenly

pray and promote the Healing Hand of God

doctors which formed in Bulgaria and our

Father, who was in control the entire time.

the Father and that He is the same yesterday,

desire was to proclaim this vision in our

We find the vision and the idea of sharing

today and forever (Hebrews 13:8). Many

country. After a national conference in 2012

the Divine healing with our colleagues and

of the attendees were so encouraged and

and Balkan conference in 2013, the WCDN

spiritual leaders very inspiring and practical

inspired that they continue to write emails

board took a decision to have their 11th

for encouraging the believers and inspiring

and letters of thankfulness for being a part

conference 2014 in Sofia, Bulganria. This

the non-believers to seek the Great Healer

of this event. Some people shared that after

was an honor and a blessing for our small

Who is above all. We want to express

the conference they have a complete new

country. We started our preparation for the

our thankfulness to God for bringing all

vision about the spiritual realm and they got

conference as soon as we heard about this.

together for spreading His kingdom in our

more confidence about the Biblical truth

The preparation process was quite intense

land. Also we thank to the Senior pastor of

and the spiritual life.

and some moments were stressful, but

Manmin Central church Rev. Dr. Jaerock

The consequences of this conference will

it was worth it, knowing that this event

Lee for sharing and spreading his vision

continue to echo in the country and we

will be a blessing for our Christian and

worldwide. Gratitudes to the WCDN board

pray that it will spread in the other Balkan

non-Christian society. The Organizing

and its’ president Dr. Gilbert Chae for

countries too!

committee – Dr. Lyubka Tancheva, Dr. Kiril

supporting us and being the major part of

Praise be to God forever!

Svilenov and Pastor Ivan Hazarbassanov

the worship time and case presentations. Of
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Exquisite harmony of
science and biblical truth

Dr. Frans J. Cronjé

I have just been listening to the presentation by Dr. Hwang. And I am overjoyed

South Africa

to hear the consistency and the way in which God is revealing in a beautiful

-

combination of science and biblical truth, the way in which we can understand

MBChB(Univ. Pretoria),
MSc(Aerospace Medicine)
Senior Lecturer & Researcher,
Stellenbosch Univ.

the spiritual realm, and not only confirming that the Bible is true but showing us
how the Bible illuminates science.
We don’t need to prove God. What is so wonderful is when we simply search out
truth we find that the truth is reflected, revealed and magnified in the Word of God.
I would thank Rev. Dr. Jaerock Lee and Manmin Church and Dr. Hwang for being
bold in embracing this partnership between spirituality and science, and leading the
world in this initiative.
The separation of spirit and soul-body is something that is well described in literature. It
is certainly described in many religions. I think for this to have been done in such a holy
way, in such a God-honoring way is wonderful.
We sometimes shun from things that we believe have been tainted with evil or have been
used for malicious purposes. But to see them in this way for the glory of God, for the
purpose of illustrating God’s Word and for building people’s faith is consistent with the
idea of the Most High in signs and wonders. They are meant to build our faith. Therefore
under these conditions that were strictly controlled, supervised, and presented in an
objective way, it was truly inspiring and very faith-affirming.
As it happens, I am actually an amateur entomologist. My preference is butterflies. But
as someone who is interested in fly-fishing, I studied dragonflies. Dragonflies, I can tell
you, are the most elusive of insects. I have practiced my skills in meeting insects using
dragonflies because they never sit.
To see this mass sit, the entire collection of dragonflies, is not only an extraordinary
miracle but an extraordinary demonstration of God’s love and mercy in using one
of the most humble of insects, one that is recorded in the earliest records we have
within the context of creation, to affirm the continuity of God’s love to us in such a
dramatic way. It was all inspiring.
There did not seem to be a specific source. There was not, as far as I know, any water
body nearby.
It is unheard of dragonflies to do that. I don’t know any recorded situation in which
dragonflies have sat in that sort of context. Butterflies might. Dragonflies never.
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Unique Vessels of God

It is an honour and privilege to share my thoughts of the WCDN ministry and
the 2 conferences I have attended thus far.
I first attended the 8th WCDN International Conference in Brisbane, Australia
in 2011. This was a pivotal time in my life as I awoke from my spiritual
slumber. The moment Dr Rev Jaerock Lee (Founder of this ministry and
wonderful servant of God) opened the meeting with a message and I heard the
meaning of our role as believers on earth, I was touched so deeply, that it has

Dr. Zoe D.Scounos

changed my life. He reminded us that it is our role to bring as many souls to

Australia

salvation. I have been a Christian all my life and with the distractions of life’s

-

circumstances I lost my way and purpose. I was so hungry to hear the truth.

Thoracic and Sleep Physician

What was to follow from that conference, was testimonies after testimonies of
the Glory of God, manifest as miracles after more miracles. The dead raised
to life on 2 occasions, with medical evidence substantiating the like. Other
conditions healed by the Grace of God, including dermatitis and a case of
incomplete quadriplegia healed and restored from a functional perspective, a
disastrous head injury touched by God and serious consequences healed and more.
Then, at its completion I took the baton and wanted to learn more about our
faith as true Christians and our ultimate wonderful inheritance, the healing
ministry. I bought and read most of the available books written by Dr Rev
Jaerock Lee and others on healing. All this has made me realize as well as
reading the actual Word of God, the Holy Bible, that, medical professionals
are in a unique position to impart the truth on a daily basis and hence utilize
our inheritance. We can be, if we are open to surrender ourselves to serve an
Awesome God, unique vessels of God.
As I immersed myself in reading books on healing and accounts of more signs
and wonders and miracles witnessed by leading pastors around the world,
I found myself trusting God more and more. I realized that God yearns for
an intimate relationship with His children. It was this understanding that
positioned me and my family to the greatest test in our lives. Last year my
father was fighting for his life having had an Ischaemic bowel complicated by
sepsis and requiring emergent surgery within 24 hours. We were faced with
an impossible situation medically, as we were told he had a limited chance of
survival. I, with immense faith in God, declared to the intensivist looking after
my Father that we have an Awesome God, and my family and I will cling onto
that hope. That evening, my mother and younger sister prayed by declaring
the Word followed by our specific prayer for healing and restoration of our
Father. What was to follow was an awesome manifestation of God’s Grace.
Our prayers were answered so magnificently and my Father is alive and well
today. Glory to God!
I then couldn’t wait for the next WCDN conference. Hence I needed to thank
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God by Glorifying His Name at the next meeting which happened

health. That is, objective evidence substantiated by scientific

to be the 11th International Christian Medical Conference in

evidence that an intimate relationship with Father God is what is

Bulgaria. What a delight it was to present my Father’s testimony

imperative to a healthy life.

with all the medical data before and after prayer. This has been the

Finally, I would like to conclude, as well as thank from the bottom

greatest highlight of my medical career, thus far. More importantly,

of my heart, the World Christian Doctors Network Organisation for

it was a lovely opportunity to travel to a nation that clearly was

this wonderful mission of spreading the Good News to the medical

hungry for the light of our Lord Jesus Christ.

profession. It is truly a wonderful opportunity to propagate and

The local organizers of the meeting in Sofia along with the warm

extend the Kingdom of God. As in Hebrews 13:8, Jesus Christ is the

welcoming of the attendees from the mother country that I met

same yesterday, today and forever. He is our ultimate Healer.

during the breaks of the conference, should be commended for a

My message is simple: God reigns on earth and heaven now and

truly memorable meeting.

forever and for eternity. Despite all the darkness that is trying to

The networking that is available at such conferences with so many

engulf the earth, we have an Awesome God, and His perfect love

representative nations of the world attending is very humbling. I

which is unconditional casts out all fear.

honour my colleagues from around the globe who have sacrificed

My prayer for all who read this article, is that no matter what your

their careers for missionary work.

circumstances are, or wherever you are in your walk with our savior

At this last conference we heard from a colleague, from South Africa

Lord Jesus Christ, that there is HOPE and that HOPE is in our trust

the results of a research paper that confirms objectively that “intrinsic

in God. I hope my account above has aided to yearn for a closer

religiosity” is what is important for maintaining or attaining good

relationship with God. Amen.

A challenge to bring it a
higher scientific level

Dr. Dick Kruijthoff
Netherlands

-

General Practitioner

I was very much moved by the conference, meeting with Christian
colleagues from all over the world,
speaking to them and listening to their presentations. I want to
thank WCDN South Korea and WCDN Bulgaria,
the organization was very good. One other thing I liked were the
dances and music from Korea, Israel and Bulgaria.
It was very good to alternate this with the presentations. This
was keeping us alert and awake, so that we could listen better to
the speeches.
I think it is good to demonstrate God’s work through examples of
divine healing. In the future it would be a challenge to continue
doing this and to try and bring it to a higher scientific level.
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Column

Dragonflies
Flying Down
from the Sky
Dr. Seung-shik Kim
WCDN PhD

In Romans 1:20 is recorded as the following: “For since
the creation of the world His invisible attributes, His
eternal power and divine nature, have been clearly seen,
being understood through what has been made, so that
they are without excuse.” Through swarms of dragonflies
that appear at the summer retreat, we can discover God’s
mysterious power and divine nature, and renew the
grace of God the Creator and the love of God the Father.
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Amazing abilities
endowed to
dragonflies

2 Flight Ability of Dragonfly

1 Eyesight Ability of Dragonfly
A dragonfly has a pair of compound eyes each
of which consists of roughly 28,000 ommatidia.
A compound eye is the convex eye, consisting
of numerous separate light-sensitive units
(ommatidia). Strangely enough, the shape of
each ommatidium is hexagonal. Hexagon is the
most stable and well-balanced of polygons.

Therefore, without
turning its head, a
dragonfly can see front,
rear, left, and right side at
the same time. It can spot a moving object at a
distance of 20 meters, and something in a fixed
location at a distance of 37 meters.
Scientists studied the eyes of dragonflies and
invented optical camera lenses which have 360
degree view. If it is deployed on a commercial
scale, endoscopes which can sense minute
changes inside a human body, and cameras
which can shoot tiny movements with 360
view angle.
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Taken From dailymail.co.uk

BBC news reported on July 14, 2009 that a
dragonfly became a champion in an insects’
marathon. It means a dragonfly is the insect
that can fly the farthest distance. A biologist
in the Maldives found after a 10-year long
research that dragonflies can fly much farther.
He found that dragonflies travel 14,000 to
18,000 kilometers from India to Africa every
year. And 800 kilometer wide sea was included
in their routes. It means they have to keep on
flying a distance of 800 kilometers without
taking a rest. It has still remained as a mystery
how dragonflies could cross the sea and fly such
a long distance.
3 FlightTechnique of Dragonfly
Also, Scientists are learning even more secrets
of flight. A high-performance aircraft can
barely lift themselves off the ground. However,
the dragonfly can lift 15 times his own weight
into the air. Scientists have learned that this is
because the dragonfly’s wings are designed to
create little whirlwinds over their top surfaces.
The whirlwinds are the secret to create incredible
lifting power. These ways are now being planned
to apply this secret to new aircraft designs.

God’s special love
displayed through
dragonflies
While Moses was leading the Israelites out
of Egypt, the Pharaoh was faced with the
ten plagues because he refused to let them go.
Among the ten plagues, how did swarms of flies
and hordes of locusts appear and cover the whole
land of Egypt instantly? (Exodus 8:21, 10:4-6)
The land of Goshen the people of Israel dwelled
in escaped from all the disasters because God
separated the land from all other lands (Exodus
8:22). And while passing through wildernesses,
they ate manna and quails that came down
from the heavens (Exodus 16:13, 31).

the sun like snowflakes, and eat harmful insects
including moths and mosquitoes. In addition,
the dragonflies are not afraid of men but sit on
their bodies. This fact assures us of the delicate
love of God, existence of the spiritual realm and
the authenticity of the Bible.

“I am running a lodging house around the Muju
Resort. For the last a few years Manmin Central
Church visited here to hold the summer retreat,
and each time I saw something amazing. A
myriad of dragonflies appear around the lodging
house and harmful insects including mosquitoes
and moths disappear. But those insects reappear
after their summer retreat came to a close.”
- Mr. Wool Park
-END-

God is the same yesterday, today and
tomorrow; He is manifesting proofs confirming
the existence of the spiritual realm. Those who
attend the summer retreat can experience His
manifestations of signs and wonders.
Swarms of dragonflies fly down from around
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A Voyage of Life
Then they were glad because they were quiet,
so He guided them to their desired haven.
Psalm 107:30

Throughout the Pacific Ocean there are many places
where rocky coastal areas exist.
To sail safely there, you have to sail at an angle
where the light of three lighthouses overlap and look like one lighthouse.
Likewise, only when we set a goal angled to line up with God the Creator
can we lead a peaceful life.
When our goal does not agree with God’s,
we will wander meeting with many problems like rocks in the sea.
However, when we set our course on God who created the heavens and
the earth and all humanity and set our goals angled toward Him,
He will drive away the gusty winds and cause the waves to become calm.
He will help our sailing through life to be safe.
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Extract from Dr. Jaerock Lee’s One-minute Column Series “Lamp”

FOUNDER’S MINISTRY August

Seminar & Healing

Athletic
Meeting
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2014 Summer Retreat

Camp Fire
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FOUNDER’S MINISTRY October
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Worldwide WCDN Chairman’s Welcome Message

Come to
MALAYSIA!
Prof. Datuk Dr. D. M. Thuraiappah
ㆍChairman of Organizing Committee
WCDN Conference Malaysia 2015
ㆍPresident of Acadeny of Family Physicians Malaysia

God works miraculously in
mysterious ways. Is it co-incidence
or a miracle? That is the question or
may be an answer of the sceptics.
No doubt doctors are perplexed,
patients are more perplexed. But to
the faithful it is not strange!!
We rejoice when we see God at
work. The Holy Spirit brings tears
to our eyes as we are confronted
with the way God heals. We are
strengthened in our faith. The
h e a l i n g i s p e r m a n e nt w h i c h
distiguishes it from other claims
of miracles.
But many still disbelieve as are
the doubting Thomases. In reply
to the doubters, this conference
brings as much scientific evidence
as is possible to support the claim
of healing. One must understand
that miraculous healing process
is not a randomised controlled
clinical trial. Each healing event
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is unique, but the scrutiny of the
medical records testify that the
event of healing concludes that
no other explanation exists but
miraculous healing.
Spontaneous regresion of disease
may b e t he doubters anot her
explanation. But why in repsonse
to prayer? Christian prayer by
faith results in miraculous change
either with or without any form of
intervntion, and without relapse
over time. It is often a combination
of spirituality, medicine and science
which suports the act of healing.
Attempts will be made to present
some randomised trials(within
ethical boundaries)that Christian
healing is a possible explanation to
the other many anecdotes. Research
methodologies including Christian
principles are being developed to
enhance the practice of Christian
medical practice.

The practice of healing is a gift of
the Holy Spirit, which like many
other skills has to be learned in
the biblical ways. It has a specific
domain just as other scientific
experiments are conducted.
Qualitative methods and to certain
extent quant it iat ive met ho ds

View from Conference Venue

may be used to conduct research
within the biblical domain. Similar
parallels using secular experiments
with and without faithful prayer
inerventions on different groups of
patients(within ethical guidelines)
and reporting the outcome.
The conference will promote

more s c r ut i ny i nto s chol arly
presentations of healing events.
This will in turn transform the
disbelief of the doubters. This
conference will also train Christian
d o c t or s t o pr a c t i s e s pi r itu a l
medicine where spiritual medicine
will play a part in the future of

medicine. It will enhance the skill
of good diagnoses in order to pray
for the specific disease.
All healthcare physicians and allied
healthcare professionals will benefit
from this conference.
Therefore all are welcome.
Registration@googlegroups.com
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Worldwide WCDN

WCDN

Director meeting
After the first day of the conference, WCDN Directors have gathered
together and shared a vision of WCDN and encouraged each other
how to develop WCDN activities in their countries in the future.
WCDN HQ is in Seoul, Korea and it has about 21 branches in such
countries Australia, Aremenia, The Balkans, Bulgaria, India, Indonesia,
Israel & Middle East, Italy, Kenya, Malaysia, Mexico, Moldova, the
Philippines, Russia, Scandinavia, Singapore, Southern Africa,
South-East Asia, Ukraine, USA.
And we expect they will work more actively.
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Korea

Congratulations!
Dr. Alvin Joonha Hwang
Vice president of WCDN HQ, MD. PhD (Neurophysiology)
completed the course of Haggai Institute in July, 2014.

The 12th Seminar for Creation Science was held
Creation science team affiliated with WCDN headquarters had an annual seminar in
Manmin Central Church on Sep, 2014.
Dr.Kim, Physicist presented some topics under the theme as follows.
1. Scientific Approach about Noah’s Ark.
2. Ecological characteristics of dragonfly & testimony
Dr. Seung-shik Kim
WCDN PhD
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Bulgaria

Dr. Kiril Svilenov
Visited the headquarters of Haggai Institute in Atlanta, Georgia, welcomed by Dr.
John Edmund Haggai, Founder and CEO, Dr. Beverly Upton, Managing Director, Chief
Operating Officer and Mr. George Zachariah, CFO, in June 2014.

Israel
Dr. Andre Gasiorowski and Pastor Daniel Rozen
Visited Manmin Central Church in October to attend the 32nd Church Anniversary,
met Rev. Dr. Jaerock Lee and WCDN HQ people, and had a meeting sharing a vision
for further activities in the future.
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Mission Trip to Iceland & Greenland
Dr. Jenis Av Rana
Drector of WCDN Scandinavia
General Practitioner
Parliament member

My visit to the two beautiful
countries Iceland and Greenland
In the beginning of September I
had the opportunity, as a member
of foreign comity in the parliament
on Faroe Island, to visit these kind
and lovely people of Iceland and
Greenland. Before the journey I got
permission from the Christian radio
in both countries, that they would
make an interview with me about
divine healing, miracles- and the
work of WCDN. In both places I told
people about the love of God and His
wonderful healings. Also I prayed for
people and gave information about
the great work in WCDN.
I was in Icelandic radio on my way
to Greenland, and, on my way back
to Faroe Island, I found out, while
I visited a church on Iceland that
many people phoned the radio after
the interview and asked for prayers.
Other people contacted me in this
church and I was asked to visit one
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young woman in her home, and there
I could pray for problems she had for
14 years.
In the church in Reykjavik, Iceland,
I met an Icelandic medical doctor,
called Ausmundur. I told him about
WCDN, and invited him to be a
part of the work. Let us all pray for
Ausmundur, that he will decide to be
a part of WCDN and represent a new
country, Iceland, at the next WCDN
conference!
Let us pray for revival in Iceland and
Greenland!
You find Iceland between the North
Atlantic and the Artic Ocean. It has
a population of 325,671 and an
area of 103,000 km2, making it the
most sparsely populated country in
Europe. The capital and largest city
is Reykjavík. Iceland is volcanically
and geologically active. The interior
consists mainly of sand and lava
fields, mountains and glaciers, while
many glacial rivers flow to the sea

Faroe Islands

through the lowlands. Iceland is
warmed by the Gulf Stream and has
a temperate climate.
Icelanders have freedom of religion,
75% members belongs to the state
church and 12% members to other
Christian denominations. But Iceland
is a very secular country, and as
in other Nordic nations, religious
attendance is relatively low. A
Gallup poll conducted in 2012 found
that 57% of Icelanders considered
themselves “a religious person”,
31% consider themselves “a non
religious person”, while 10% defines
themselves as “a convinced atheist”.
This is placing Iceland among the top
10 atheist populations in the world.
Greenland, Kalaallit Nunaat, is
located between the Artic and
Atlantic Ocean, east of Canada.
Greenland is, in area, the world’s
largest Island, over three-quarters of

Faroe Isla

nds

which is covered by ice sheet. With a
population of about 56,370 , it is the
least densely populated country in
the world.
Greenland has been inhabited off
and on for at least the last 4,500
years by Arctic peoples whose
forebears migrated there from what
is now Canada. Norsemen settled
the uninhabited southern part of
Greenland, beginning in the 10th
century, and Inuit peoples arrived in
the 13th. Century.

Today, the major religion is protestant
Christianity, mostly members of the
Lutheran church of Denmark. There
are still Christian missionaries on the
island, but mainly from charismatic
churches.

Rediscovering these colonists
and spreading the protestant
reformation among them was one of
the primary reasons for the Danish
decolonization in the 18th century.
The New Testament was translated
piecemeal from the time of the
very first settlement, but the first
translation of the whole Bible was
not completed until 1900.
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2014 Latinoamerican
conference was held
on Oct 9th~10th
in Maracaibo, Venezuela

Mexico
We had the opportunity to help many
people in a free medical campaign
in a Mental Hospital were all the
doctors and health workers helped in
different areas.
We made more than 25 different
surgeries.
It was a great blessing to share the
power of the word of God bringing
healing to the man. More than 300
doctors from different cities of
Venezuela attended this Conference
even a big number of medical
students attended this event.
In this event we had the visit of
countries such as, Panama Dr. Javier
Ruiz and his wife, Mexico Dr. Daniel
Fuentes and Dr. Manuel Pastrana,
Puerto Rico, Dr. Luis Paz and his wife,
and different cities from Venezuela,

Dra. Maria Trompiz, and Dra Ithamar
Rodriguez and their local committees
who are very interested to open
AMEC WCDN in their cities, at least
4 of them more are confirmed to start
working this year. Today we had in
Venezuela two branches in the cities
Falcon and Zulia.
Also we had the presentation of
AMEC WCDN for the youth, it is a
project that is conformed by medical
students in order to reach for Christ
the youth involved in the medical

field. They presented the official
magazine.
I had an opportunity of spread the
vision of Amec Wcdn, and see how
it is growing as a mustard seed
in the Kingdom of Our Lord Jesus
Christ. I appreciate a lot all WCDN
HQ support, and confidence to work
in this ministry. And in a very special
way to our Pastor Rev. Dr. Jaerock
Lee for having this vision in his heart.
I felt very honored working for
extending this ministry in all
Latinoamerica, and I will continue
doing it with love.
We have been witness of the power
of God, healing people all over the
world and changing the mind of
many doctors who are believing in
divine healing today.
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Congratulations
on the opening of church

Blessings to all in the Name of The Lord
We thank God for all his love and mercy for me
and my family, and for his amazing love for this
land Mexico.
The Lord gave us the blessing of start a church at
home in the month of June, 2014 and Today we
praise his name because we have the opportunity
to share his love and proclaim his word of
salvation among the families in Toluca.
Our country in facing many social problems, but
the church of Christ is having a great revival and
the Spirit of the Lord is touching many hearts in
these times. We thank the Lord for having the
privilege of open our hearts as pastors and our
home to proclaim the gospel of Jesus Christ.
Today the Lord has strengthen some families
inside the church, and we are working together to
reach the lost for Christ, preaching in the houses,
the streets and many hospitals and praying for the
sick and bringing freedom to those who have been
living in jails of sin and death, loneliness and
depression.

Today we praise the Lord with open hearts, and
I remember very well the day that my family
attended Danie’s prayer meeting in Manmin
Church, that day the Lord opened my eyes to
start doing the same here in Mexico. Today in
the church we have prayers meetings, where the
Lord has strengthen out hearts with his love and
power.
I bless the Lord for the life of Rev. Dr. Jaerock Lee
(Founder & Board Chairman of WCDN) who has
taught us through his books and sermons to love
the souls and his teachings are a great blessing
not only for this church but also for many people
around the world.
We want to continue learning and we really love
the way the dancers in Manmin Church praise
and worship the Lord, we pray one day the Lord
allows us to have dancers here and learn from
all of you.
With love in Christ
Pastor Dr. Daniel Fuentes and Family

Congratulations!
Gaby Fuentes, Administrator of Organizing Committee
WCDN Conference Mexico 2013, completed the
course of Haggai Institute in April, 2014.
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Visit Australia
Dr. Daniel Thuraiappah

Malaysia

Chairman of Organizing Committee WCDN Conference Malaysia 2015
President of Acadeny of Family Physicians Malaysia

Dr Daniel Thuraiappah, Chairman of Malaysia conference, was not able to visit and
celebrate the 32nd Anniversary of Manmin Central Church which Rev. Dr Jaerock
Lee, Founder of WCDN is ministering, Seoul, Korea.
Because he had a schedule to attend an important event held in Adelaide, Australia
at the same time. But he had also wonderful time and met WCDN members Dr
Mieke Kuiper, Dr Irene Jacovou, Dr Ankie Campher, three beautiful people in the Lord
in Brisbane in Queensland Australia. It is such a beautiful place with the coastline
and many village holiday resorts. They talked on witnessing and testimonies and
they encouraged one another during a long lunch break. They come from different
cultures and yet they are one in the Lord. They are health professionals and they
shared one Lord and one Saviour. They will bring cases of miraculous healing.
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Visit Manmin Central Church

Meeting with Founder of WCDN

Rev. Justin Clarance, Pastor Job Manikkam,
organizing committee members of WCDN
Conference Malaysia 2015, visited Manmin
Central Church and attended the 32th Church
Anniversary and met Rev. Dr. Jaerock Lee and
had a meeting with WCDN HQ
for the upcoming conference to be held
in May, 2015 and had a great time.
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Congratulations on new Clinic
Dr. Armando Pineda
Director of WCDN USA
Family Physician

USA
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Dr. Johan Semby

Sweden

Ophthalmologist
Chairman of CMDA Sweden

WCDN Members prayed
together for her
I asked members of WCDN who attended the
Bulgaria conference in May this year
for the former leader for CMDA SWEDEN
– Annika Landgren – one of the foremost
Christian doctors in Sweden.
A mother of three good Christian children
with a husband that is one of the most
foremost Christian politicians in Sweden.
Half a year ago she was diagnosed
with a motor-neuron disease that are incurable.
We do hope she gets better.
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Dr. Johan Semby, Chairman of CMDA Sweden,
visited Manmin Central Church which has a WCDN
HQ and met Rev. Dr. Jaerock Lee

Reflecting the mood of
the 50th ICMDA World Congress
this summer in Rotterdam, Netherlands
Psalm 133 “Look how good and how pleasant it is when
brothers live together in unity!”
Dear friend
It is an amazing grace to hear the sweet sound of doctors,
dentists and students from all over the world unite in
songs and praise to our creator and God. To hear the Holy
Spirit inspiring us through voices from all the continents
of the world as almost 1000 doctors dentist students and
friends representing 80 nations joined as one.
For me, as a child born in the east and raised in the west,
enjoying the rhythm of Africa and the warm temperament
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of South and Latin America, it was special to be given
the opportunity to sing for everyone “How great thou art”
and “Arirang” in both my Swedish and Korean mother
tongues. I am thankful to be part of the International
Christian Medical and Dental Association (ICMDA).
Please enjoy the pictures included reflecting the mood of
the 50th ICMDA World Congress in Rotterdam this summer.
Glory to God
To our Lord and Saviour Jesus the Christ
And the Holy Spirit.
Amen

2014 Annual Medical
Conference in Ukraine
Dear Friend
Is peace possible among man?
Seeing the situation in Ukraine, Iraq,
Israel and Syria. Seeing the situation
among Kurds and Palestinians.
Seeing the situation among the Ebola
stricken West African nations.
Is it possible for man from such
nations in war, suffering and conflict
to meet as friends?
As one of the main speakers at the
5th International Christian Medical
Students Conference in Odessa in
Ukraine, less than an hour’s flight
from the war in the east where
people still die every day despite
the size fire, I got the honour to see
beautiful meetings between people
whose nations are at war.
One professor who brought 140
medical students to the conference,
40 of them Muslims from Iraq, told
me that she had medical students
that lost their lives in the war of
eastern Ukraine. One medical student
told me that he had to flee the war in
the east while his family had to flee
under the war in Iraq.

can be heart breaking. A suffering,
that shows that man without a loving
God is lost.
Unlike the secular west, people
from all these nations wish to be
blessed by God. My main message
has therefore been. “If you want
to be blessed by God, you must
bless others”. The loving and caring
atmosphere created by speakers and
the medical students from Odessa,
that organized the meeting, literally
exploded in dancing, rejoicing and
singing among the great international
crowd the last evening.
Is peace possible?

Based on the Love of Christ I have
had master classes and lectures in
ophthalmology and “how to share
your faith in a respectful way” with
medical students from Muslim,
Christian and Hindu background.
Many talks, some of them deep
Yes it is - when we let the love of
and personal has come out of this.
Hearing the suffering and hard ship God shine through
from African nations, the Middle East
Sincerely in Christ
and the former Soviet Union states
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BULG
The 11th WCDN International Conference
Date 9th-10th May 2014
Place Sofia, Bulgaria
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Three Gifts Offered to Jesus by Three Magi

Gold,
Frankincense,
and Myrrh

On Christmas, we rejoice with and celebrate
the birth of Jesus who came down to this
earth as the Savior of mankind.
But many people consider Chr istmas as
just another holiday or a day of ‘Santa Claus’
without understanding the true meaning of
Christmas.
If even believers unconsciously follow this
trend of the world, how painful it would be
for God the Father!
Jesus was originally the Son of God, but
He abandoned all the heavenly glories and
came down to this earth in a human form.
Before he was born, the three magi had
made note of it and prepared three gifts to
celebrate His birth. Under the supervision
of God, the three magi followed a very
brightly shining star that guided them to
Bethlehem where they worshiped the baby
Jesus and of fered Him the three gifts—
gold, frankincense, and myrrh—on behalf
of all men.
Let’s look into the spiritual meanings of the
three gifts and commemorate the blessings
God has given us on this Christmas.

The First Gift of Gold, ‘the Heart’
Pure gold is one of the most valuable of all minerals. People love
it the most of all metals on the earth. It is considered to be ‘forever
unchangeable’. It is the very symbol of riches and wealth. As recorded
in Matthew 6:21, “. . .for where your treasure is, there your heart will be
also,” gold also refers to our heart. So, ‘giving gold to the Lord’ means
we have to give everything we have to the Lord.
God was pleased when gold was offered to the baby Jesus. He rewards
us with heavenly mansions built with gold and various jewels. Anyone
who believes and accepts Jesus Christ as his Savior possesses the
kingdom of heaven in his heart and is blessed to enjoy eternal life in
Heaven forever.
Therefore, the kingdom of Heaven is in the heart of true believers in
the Lord. God allows for the believers to hope for Heaven in their
hearts. They cannot accomplish the kingdom of heaven without the
hope for Heaven. On the other hand, to the same extent that they lack
hope for Heaven, they will be unable to accomplish the kingdom of
Heaven in their hearts.

The Second Gift of Frankincense,
the Fragrance of the Christ
Frankincense is an aromatic resin obt a i ned f rom t r ees of the genus

Boswellia, particularly Boswellia Sacra.
It is also known as olibanum (Hebrew:הנובל, levonah), which is derived
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from the Arabic al-lub?n (roughly translated: ‘that which results from
milking’). It is a reference to the milky sap tapped from the Boswellia
tree. It is also postulated that the name comes from the Arabic term for
“Oil of Lebanon” and in Exodus 30:34, it is named levonah, meaning
either “white” or “Lebanese” in Hebrew. It is used in incense and
perfumes. Exodus 30:34 says it was an ingredient for incense.
The gi ving of the f r anki ncense spiritually means the spreading the
fragrance of the Christ through the circumcision of the heart.
When we spray perfumes, it removes foul odor and sends forth a good
fragrance. In the same way, when we remove all forms of evil and
glorify God with good deeds, we can spread the fragrance of Christ.
This is represented by the offering of frankincense to the Lord. God
doesn’t search for only our deeds but also sees our heart.
He first receives good aroma from our hearts.
That’s why those who really love God and understand this heart of God
do their best to get rid of every form of evil and circumcise their hearts.
Those who spread the fragrance of Christ by circumcising their hearts,
namely those who give the Lord frankincense, can give everything they
have to the Lord and do not spare even their lives for Him.
Then, their souls will prosper. They will be successful in everything
they do and they will enjoy good health (3 John 1:2).
In the same way that many blessings of God are given to those who
‘give gold’ to the Lord by giving Him everything they have, God also
gives blessing in accordance with what a person has done. God is
well pleased and He gives overflowing blessings to those who have
circumcised their hearts and spread the fragrance of Christ.
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The Third Gift of Myrrh,
Unchanging Faith
Myrrh is the dried oleo gum resin of a number of species
of trees, Commiphora.
Like frankincense, it is produced by the tree as a reaction
to a purposefully inflicted wound through the bark and
into the sapwood. The trees are bled in this way on a
regular basis. Its name is rendered into English from the
Greek myth of Myrrha ‘μύρον’ from Greek. The related
word became a general term for perfume.
However, the term ultimately derives its name from
the Aramaic word ‘murr’ which meaning “bitter.” Since
ancient times, myrrh has been valued for its fragrance,
its medicinal qualities as a wound dressing and an
aromatic numbing agent. The ancient Egyptians used it as
the principal ingredient in the embalming of ‘mummies’.
In ancient history it has been so valuable at times that it
has been equal in value to its weight in gold. During times
of scarcity its value rose even higher. It has been used
throughout history as a perfume, incense and in medicines.
Jews used myrrh at the funeral ceremony as the

The believers in the Lord must be able to surrender
everything they have, even their lives, to the Lord.
They must dedicate themselves to Him unchangingly.
Because some forms of evil that remain in you may cause
you to seek your own benefits and cause you to change
your mind, you must possess unchanging faith and you
have to cast off every form of evil above all else.
God was delighted when myrrh was offered to the baby
Jesus, and He gave us a life that lasts forever—eternal life.
We were all originally doomed to fall into Hell. But, when
we possess unchanging, spiritual faith we will be able to
put on the imperishable and renewed body at the second
coming of our Lord Jesus Christ.
On this happy Christmas, all men are expected to
sincerely feel the love of God the Father, our Lord
Jesus Christ and our Helper the Holy Spirit. We should
commemorate Christmas with the spiritual meanings
embedded in the three gifts of gold, frankincense and
myrrh and present them to the Lord as true gifts.

embalmment to preserve the dead body (John 19:3940). In a spiritual sense, giving myrrh to the Lord means
we have to give the Lord what does not perish, but lasts
forever. It is none other than unchanging faith.
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Medical Camp and the Peaceful Mission
by Christian Doctors

